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Tour guide resume sample

A TOUR GUIDE CV should highlight a candidate's ability to effectively plan and drive tours and trips, resulting in fun and memorable experiences for customers. A CV tour guide should highlight your outgoing personality, knowledge of different places, and your advanced research skills. Be sure to
emphasize your ability to manage your plans well and stay organized. The reference section of the CV is also of great importance, as customer satisfaction means everything for a position like this. Be sure to list references that can firmly attest to your experience and talent when it comes to serving as a
tour guide. Also emphasize any formal training you might have, as well as the skills that will certainly make it stand out as an excellent choice, would be bilingual skills. Using one of resume.io's field resumes, you can create a stronger and more impressive Tour Guide CV. Profile Summary Example:
Highlight the greatest achievements and attributes here. Remember to use as many powerful action verbs as you can. A powerful tour guide is organized and has experience planning and driving different trips. Highlight the proudest achievements and attributes of your career here. Employment History
Example SentencesList experiences working here. Focus on the most relevant and impressive positions and achievements. Remember to use strong action verbs and mention specific job roles. See the example of content below. The Education Example sectionLists all diplomas and certifications here.
Any honors or distinctions should be noted here as well. If you hold a higher degree than a bachelor's degree, you can drop out of high school. See the example of content below. Skills Section ExampleA remarkable tour guide cv, would be this example, should include a number of impressive skills that
your employer is looking for in a candidate. Be sure to review the job description for the job you are applying for and include relevant skills that attest to your ability as a tour guide. See the example of content below. What does a tour guide do? Tourist guides are people who help customers with trips and
tournaments in unknown areas. Tour guides use their knowledge of a place to help plan travel and points of interest. They usually serve clients who are first-time visitors to a place by providing information and assisting with all aspects of travel and entry. Tour guides can work for companies or be
independent. can help with daily trips or long trips, depending on the workplace or the customers they serve. Tourist guides are responsible for researching destinations before travel to ensure that they educate their customers and enhance their visiting experience. Tourist guides use excellent
communication skills to plan fun and informative trips for their customers. Build your CV in 15 minutesBuild your CV in 15 minutesProfessional professional use CV templates that exactly follow the resume rules employers are looking for. Create my CV Maxine Curry Dayjob Limited Big Peg 120 Vyse
Street Birmingham B18 6NF England T: 0044 121 638 0026 E: info@dayjob.comPERSONAL SUMMARYA Highly Motivated Tourist Guide, which is a natural communicator and able to provide an entertainment and informative trip to its customers. Maxine has a flair for talking to groups of people, along
with a good memory for facts and figures. She has always been a fantastic storyteller with an infectious sense of humor and is an expert in quick thinking on her feet. In her current role, she offers the tourist a unique, unforgettable experience that encourages them to participate fully with what is
happening around them. Throughout her career, she has learned to lead visitors through sites of historical and cultural interest. As a true professional she always displays a real passion for what she does. Right now, she's looking for a proper position with a company that wants to hire hardworking people
who get results. CARIERA HISTORYTOUR GHID - Start Date - Names of employers present - Location responsible for guiding visitors, providing an informative tour and providing comments while using a preset script. Fees; Learning and retaining the information provided by a script. Explaining the
history of attractions and offering interesting discussions for both international and local tourists. Work with other staff to prepare materials for Tours.Greeting and tour reception groups upon their arrival at the meeting place. Ensuring that tourists are never left unattended at any time. Registration of
visitors and their issuance with the necessary identification badges or safety devices. Pitching to people in a deft and diplomatic way. Contouring and enforcing the safety rules that groups will need to follow during a tour. Monitoring visitor activities to ensure compliance with tour regulations and safety
practices. Performing office tasks would be to file, type, and route mail and messages. Ensuring the safety of the group, carrying out activities would be the management of the emergency evacuation and working knowledge of the company's first aid policy. Providing in-depth knowledge about destinations
for tourists and tourists. Providing content at the right level to ensure that visitors exceed their visit expectations. Ensuring all opportunities are taken to up-sell merchandising and official photo opportunities. TITLE OF THE POST – Start Date – End Date Employer Names – LocationJOB TITLE – Start
Date – End Date Employer Names – SKILLS AND COMPETECTIONALly fit and able to lead Tours on long journeys. Comfortable with interaction and meeting with people from diverse backgrounds. Empathetic and very sensitive to people's backgrounds, cultures, and differences. I know I know to
communicate the passion of others and make them excited about a tour. Comfortable keeping a potentially large group of people entertained for several hours. Experienced in spontaneously adapting tours based on traffic delays or accidents and keeping tourists entertained. Providing informative tours
and engaging. Adapt to and engage with visitors of all ages. Able to learn new materials quickly to improve the experience of Tourism groups. PersonalResponsive and mature by nature. Have clear communication skills and able to concisely get a point of view across. Presentable and professional in
appearance and behavior. Confident and outgoing personality. Ability to quickly build relationships and report. Adept at obtaining a quick understanding of a tourist route. Personable, outgoing, reliable and responsible. EXPERTATIONTour Routes Learning Script Sales Pitch Health &amp; Safety
Navigation Map Android &amp; iOS Computer LiterateACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS University Name – Degree Details Study Data College Name – Qualifications Study Data School Names – Topics / Degrees Study DataReferences Available on Request. More TEMPLATES CV Template Andrew
Wagele 795 Hammond Dr NE, Apt 209 San Diego, CA 92101 (555)-555-5555 [email]Summary A well-informed and motivated person with years of experience in organizing group trips in several areas; has the ability to motivate different audience sets; has the ability to communicate effectively and
possesses a high degree of energy and enthusiasm. Professional experience: January 2007 Tourist Guide â€ Present ABC Company, Los Angeles, California Responsibilities: Ensured the safekeeping and pleasure of visitors within the property. Ensure that visitors are treated with the utmost courtesy
with all team members. Drive interesting trips to different groups. He assisted in the security of the venue and ensured the safety of the public. You've been in touch with other team members to determine audience feedback. Organized activities and team building exercises for children and adults. Tourist
Guide May 2004 â€ December 2006 Brent Corporation-Los Angeles California Responsibilities: Lead Travel Groups and assured that all customer needs are addressed. Ensuring customer safety and assisted in the implementation of security measures at the site. Documents tour guide elaborated
Program itineraries developed according to customer needs. It has developed promotional materials to be distributed to customers. Promoted and pushed by souvenir sales and trail guides. Price Corporation tourist guide. â€€ Los Angeles California February 1999 â€ May 2004 Responsibilities: Ensured
Safe and Joyful Keeping visitors within the property. Ensure that visitors are treated with the utmost courtesy with all team members. Drive interesting trips to Groups. He assisted in the security of the venue and ensured the safety of the public. You've been in touch with other team members to determine
audience feedback. Organized activities and team building exercises for children and adults. Tourist Guide May 2004 â€ December 2006 Brent Corporation-Los Angeles California Education Bachelor of Science in Tourism, Stanford University, CA, 1999 Skills: The ability to manage multiple self-motivated
team player tasks with excellent communication skills has the confidence to talk to different, multi-cultural groups The ability to understand the clientâ€ ™ needs extensive experience in customer service and travel can work well under pressure. Member of Awards and Affiliations, Member of the Tourist
Guide Association, Tourist Guide Institute of Years in The Workforce 0 - 5 years 6 - 10 years No results found 509750150983685098437509760250985975097238509831950975515097636509650968300
98138509686250974075098781509970050975335097400509650975525099030509657950984925097046509760550 992745097597509764250995385097509724450964395099250960550981395096416509671750974550931250
9685850971015090255096172509811950980355096757509725350984725098665095932 Load More Try our builder's CV today Build your CV Want to use this CV? Customize this ResumeEnergetic professional with 4 years of experience in informing and guiding museum visitors. Superior talent for
entertaining members of the public and providing a high level of customer service. Extensive knowledge of history and visual arts; able to learn to keep and recall extensive amounts of information quickly. Public Information ServicesCommunication &amp; InstructorCultural SensitivityLearning Resolution
Learning StylesConcessions &amp; ProceduresAccessibility ConsumptionsSign LanguageHistory/Social SciencesSouthern Air &amp; Space MuseumMasebit Visitors and provide detailed information about exhibits specific artifacts historical information and functions. Do in-depth specialized walking tours
of the museum complex. Assisted at the Information Office, so it was designated by promoting the Museum and its services that act as a general link between the museum and the public in person and by phone and email. Give directions to other local destinations public transport options and restaurants.
Shaughnessy Museum of ArtGuided guests by exhibition assigned ensuring a fast flow of traffic. Guaranteed safety of the visiting public while waiting on tour or in the assigned exhibition. He delivered facts and historical information about museum equipment and artifacts highlighting features of interest



and answering questions. Solving problems with tact escalation to the supervisor after necessary.Informed museum events guests answer general questions about the museum experience and appearance. Maintaining the cleanliness of the assigned exposure area, which carries out easy cleaning (lifting
of scrap paper, etc.) and informing the supervisor of the need for Of Arts – HistoryCalifornia College of ArtsAssociated Arts – Visual ArtsCalifornia College of ArtsThere are plenty of opportunities to land a tour guide position job, but it won't just be taught to you. Crafting a CV Tour Guide that attracts the
attention of hiring managers is extremely important to get the job, and LiveCareer is here to help you stand out from the competition. View all travel and travel resumes Resumes
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